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what is the correct preposition vocabulary by conor we can use update with many different
prepositions including on of to with and about the context can be slightly different update on
we often use update on when we are looking for a status update update on is used when we
want to know the current or future situation updated with on for to or of in 68 of cases
updated with is used and you also can updated with me on twitter stay updated with latest
news and developments stay updated with latest trends and technology keeping people
updated with information is a good thing and should be appreciated how to use prepositions
in english prepositions after update shall we say update on update with or update to 1
extending up to the present time including the latest information up to date maps 2 abreast
of the times modern up to date methods merriam webster apparently sees a difference
between up to date and up to date however as i examined usage both seem to be used in the
exact same way feb 21 2016 8 01 pm 9 0 answers 9 alan update on and update of are both
correct but have different meanings we also have update for update on sth recent news
about sth the reporter gave us an update on the changing political situation in syria can you
give me an update on the plans to improve our company s services to make something more
modern or suitable for use now by adding new information or changing its design an updated
version of the software b1 to give someone the most recent information we ll update you on
this news story throughout the day thesaurus synonyms antonyms and examples to tell
someone something to give somebody the most recent information about something to add
the most recent information to something synonym bring up to date update somebody i ll be
updating you shortly update somebody on something i called the office to update them on
the day s developments update something the site tells you when the information was last
updated in windows 10 you decide when and how to get the latest updates to keep your
device running smoothly and securely to manage your options and see available updates
select check for windows updates or select the start button and then go to settings update
security windows update be updated to is correct and can be used in written english you can
use this phrase when something needs to change or be improved upon for example the
company s website needs to be updated to reflect the newest changes exact 60 the house
needed to be updated to meet safety codes 1 the new york times verb t us ʌpˈdeɪt uk ʌpˈdeɪt
add to word list b2 to make something more modern or suitable for use now by adding new
information or changing its design an updated version of the software b1 to give someone
the most recent information we ll update you on this news story throughout the day the
latest windows update is windows 11 version 23h2 also known as the windows 11 2023
update get the latest updates automatically as soon as they re available you can now choose
to have windows get the latest non security and feature updates as soon as they become
available for your device windows 11 windows 10 we ve made it easier to keep windows
current with the latest features and improvements and with fewer interruptions and restarts
when you re using your pc the most the great news is that you don t have to do anything to
get the latest updates as they ll automatically download and install when they re available 1
transitive verb intransitive verb if you update something you make it more modern usually by
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adding new parts to it or giving new information he was back in the office updating the work
schedule on the computer airlines would prefer to update rather than retrain crews published
aug 23 2021 fix bugs add features and protect your pc with regular updates quick links first a
quick way to update how to check for windows 11 updates in settings when using a pc with
windows 11 it s important to keep your operating system updated step 1 on your computer
open chrome see steps for android or ios step 2 at the top right look at more step 3 click help
about chrome here s how you can update chrome updates 1 an act or instance of updating 2
current information for updating something 3 updated mar 7 2024 español print what you
need to know cdc recommends the 2023 2024 updated covid 19 vaccines pfizer biontech
moderna or novavax to protect against serious illness from covid 19 everyone aged 5 years
and older should get 1 dose of an updated covid 19 vaccine to protect against serious illness
from covid 19 verb t uk ʌpˈdeɪt us ʌpˈdeɪt add to word list b2 to make something more
modern or suitable for use now by adding new information or changing its design an updated
version of the software b1 to give someone the most recent information we ll update you on
this news story throughout the day view definitions for updated updated adjective as in
altered compare synonyms synonyms antonyms strongest matches cooked corrected
modified transformed strong matches adapted adjusted amended converted diversified
doctored fitted fixed qualified redone refitted reformed remade remodeled renovated
reshaped revised 1 an act or instance of updating 2 current information for updating
something 3
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update on of to with or about what is the correct Mar
31 2024
what is the correct preposition vocabulary by conor we can use update with many different
prepositions including on of to with and about the context can be slightly different update on
we often use update on when we are looking for a status update update on is used when we
want to know the current or future situation

prepositions after updated updated with on for to or of
Feb 28 2024
updated with on for to or of in 68 of cases updated with is used and you also can updated
with me on twitter stay updated with latest news and developments stay updated with latest
trends and technology keeping people updated with information is a good thing and should
be appreciated

prepositions after update update on update with or Jan
29 2024
how to use prepositions in english prepositions after update shall we say update on update
with or update to

up to date and updated wordreference forums Dec 28
2023
1 extending up to the present time including the latest information up to date maps 2 abreast
of the times modern up to date methods merriam webster apparently sees a difference
between up to date and up to date however as i examined usage both seem to be used in the
exact same way

italki update to on of something what preposition
would Nov 26 2023
feb 21 2016 8 01 pm 9 0 answers 9 alan update on and update of are both correct but have
different meanings we also have update for update on sth recent news about sth the reporter
gave us an update on the changing political situation in syria can you give me an update on
the plans to improve our company s services

updated english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 26
2023
to make something more modern or suitable for use now by adding new information or
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changing its design an updated version of the software b1 to give someone the most recent
information we ll update you on this news story throughout the day thesaurus synonyms
antonyms and examples to tell someone something

update verb definition pictures pronunciation and
usage Sep 24 2023
to give somebody the most recent information about something to add the most recent
information to something synonym bring up to date update somebody i ll be updating you
shortly update somebody on something i called the office to update them on the day s
developments update something the site tells you when the information was last updated

update windows microsoft support Aug 24 2023
in windows 10 you decide when and how to get the latest updates to keep your device
running smoothly and securely to manage your options and see available updates select
check for windows updates or select the start button and then go to settings update security
windows update

be updated to english examples in context ludwig Jul
23 2023
be updated to is correct and can be used in written english you can use this phrase when
something needs to change or be improved upon for example the company s website needs
to be updated to reflect the newest changes exact 60 the house needed to be updated to
meet safety codes 1 the new york times

update definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Jun 21 2023
verb t us ʌpˈdeɪt uk ʌpˈdeɪt add to word list b2 to make something more modern or suitable
for use now by adding new information or changing its design an updated version of the
software b1 to give someone the most recent information we ll update you on this news story
throughout the day

get the latest windows update microsoft support May
21 2023
the latest windows update is windows 11 version 23h2 also known as the windows 11 2023
update get the latest updates automatically as soon as they re available you can now choose
to have windows get the latest non security and feature updates as soon as they become
available for your device
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keep your pc up to date microsoft support Apr 19 2023
windows 11 windows 10 we ve made it easier to keep windows current with the latest
features and improvements and with fewer interruptions and restarts when you re using your
pc the most the great news is that you don t have to do anything to get the latest updates as
they ll automatically download and install when they re available

update definition in american english collins english
Mar 19 2023
1 transitive verb intransitive verb if you update something you make it more modern usually
by adding new parts to it or giving new information he was back in the office updating the
work schedule on the computer airlines would prefer to update rather than retrain crews

how to update windows 11 how to geek Feb 15 2023
published aug 23 2021 fix bugs add features and protect your pc with regular updates quick
links first a quick way to update how to check for windows 11 updates in settings when using
a pc with windows 11 it s important to keep your operating system updated

how to update chrome to the latest version google
chrome Jan 17 2023
step 1 on your computer open chrome see steps for android or ios step 2 at the top right look
at more step 3 click help about chrome here s how you can update chrome updates

update definition meaning merriam webster Dec 16
2022
1 an act or instance of updating 2 current information for updating something 3

stay up to date with covid 19 vaccines cdc Nov 14 2022
updated mar 7 2024 español print what you need to know cdc recommends the 2023 2024
updated covid 19 vaccines pfizer biontech moderna or novavax to protect against serious
illness from covid 19 everyone aged 5 years and older should get 1 dose of an updated covid
19 vaccine to protect against serious illness from covid 19

update english meaning cambridge dictionary Oct 14
2022
verb t uk ʌpˈdeɪt us ʌpˈdeɪt add to word list b2 to make something more modern or suitable
for use now by adding new information or changing its design an updated version of the
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software b1 to give someone the most recent information we ll update you on this news story
throughout the day

55 synonyms antonyms for updated thesaurus com Sep
12 2022
view definitions for updated updated adjective as in altered compare synonyms synonyms
antonyms strongest matches cooked corrected modified transformed strong matches
adapted adjusted amended converted diversified doctored fitted fixed qualified redone
refitted reformed remade remodeled renovated reshaped revised

updated definition meaning merriam webster Aug 12
2022
1 an act or instance of updating 2 current information for updating something 3
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